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MR. FRANK J. BUCK: Beforewe get to the main part of the program, I would like to
set the scene by sharingwith you the preliminaryresultsof a cash-flow-testing survey
that Deloitte & Touche has recently sent to a number of life companiesin the U.S.
RESPONSES TO THE DELOITTE & TOUCHE 1992 CASH-FLOW-TESTINGSURVEY
We have received repliesfrom 87 companies,five of which were exempt because of
size (Table 1).
TABLE 1
Early Responses
Size

Amount Received

< 20million
20-100 million
100-500million
500 millionto 2 billion
Over
2 billion

0
5
19
29
34

Total

87

The percentages shown on the following tables will apply, therefore, to the 82
companies, each of which has assets in excess of $100 million.
WHAT WAS TESTED?
A wide range of products was tested rangingfrom deferred annuities,tested by 84%
of companies, to long-term disabilitytested by 14% (Table 2).
WHAT WAS THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF TESTING?
Forty-three percent tested as of December 31, and 57% tested as of another date.
Of those companies that tested as of another date, we asked them what they had
done to satisfythemselves that the numbers as of December 31 were still reasonable.
Ninety-five percent saidthey reviewed a relative mix of assets/liabilities;68% looked
at the relative yield curve changes; 48% looked at the changesin yields; 43% looked
at changes in crediting rates; 50% looked at changesin asset quality;and 16%
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at changes in crediting rates; 50% looked at changes in asset quality; and 16%
looked at convection or duration. So, not a lot of testing had been performed
(Table 3).
TABLE 2
What Was Tested
Deferred annuities
Interest sensitivelife
Immediate annuities
Term
Participatingproducts
Nonparticipatingproducts
GIC
Structured settlements
Deposit administration
LTD

84%
71
52
48
36
32
23
20
18
14
TABLE 3
When

December 31
Other date

43%
57
How Adjusted

Relative mix of assetsand liabilities
Relativeyieldcurvechanges
Changes in yields
Changes in creditingrates
Changes in asset quality
Convexity/duration

95%
68
48
43
50
16

THE SCENARIOS TESTED
Ninety-nine percent tested the New York 7. There was one company that did less
than the New York 7. One company just did three of the seven scenarios;45%
looked at inverted scenarios;23% looked at stochastic; and 21% did other types of
scenarios, which were deterministicin one form or another, These were usuallya
variation on the New York 7 (Table 4).
TABLE 4
Scenarios Tested
"New York 7"
Stochastic

23

Inverted
Othe_

4_

ADEQUACY
F'dty-four percent foundthat all scenarioswere favorable;42% found most scenarios
favorable. Of that 42%, 45% did the tests at the company level; 25% at the
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segment level; and 28% at the line-of-business level (see Table 5). Only 4% of the
companies, that's three companies, put up extra reserves. And, only one company
put up significant reserves because of the testing.
TABLE 5
Adequacy
All scenarios
favorable
Most scenarios
favorable

54%
42
At What Level

Company
Segment
Line
of Business

45%
25
28
Extra Reserves?
4%

OPINIONS
The questionwe asked of companiesthat were in a state that did not pass the
regulations,was, were there different opinionsin other states? Thirty-three percent
actually wrote different opinions,and 67% just wrote one opinion. Of those where
the reserveswere lessthan minimums in other states, 47% modifiedthe opinionand
53% ignored that fact (Table 6).
TABLE 6
Number of Opinions

Different opinions
Reserves less than minimums
Modified op!nion
Ignored
minlmum _

I
i
I

Onon

33
34
47
53

SENSITIVITY TESTING
We also asked about what sort of sensitivitytesting had been done. About one-third
had lookedat the mortality assumption and did some sort of sensitivitytest on it.
About 50% had looked at the persistencyand the dynamic persistency. Twenty-five
percent tested expenses and a few othershad tested premium persistency, but not
very many (Table 7).
TABLE 7
SensitivityTesting
Mortality
Base persistency
Dynamic persistency
Expenses
Base premium persistency
Dynamic
premium
persistency

I
(
I
I
J
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ASSETS
On the asset side, we asked how companies had projected the assets. Some 66%
did a seriatim projection of assets, and the others did some sort of a varietion by
grouping them together or modeling them.
Option pricing was used by only 9% of the respondents (Table 8).
TABLE 8
Assets
Seriatim
Grouped
Modeled
Grouped & Modeled

66%
8
13
12
Option Pricing?

Yes
No
NoAnswer

9%
87
4
..............

,,,=

COLLATERAI.IZEDMORTGAGE OBBGATIONS (CMOs)
We asked about CMOs. Eighty-threepercent of the companies had CMOs; of those,
only 27% projectedthem on a seriatim basis; 9% were modeled; 6% used an
outsideconsultant; 10% ignoredthem altogether; and 16% either treated them as a
coupon bond or as a mortgage-backed security (Table 9).
TABLE 9
CMOs
NoCMOs
Seriatim
Modeled
Outside consultant
Ignored
Coupon bond
Mortgage backed

17%
27
9
16
10
10
6

RESULTS
We asked whet companies were going to do as a result of cash-flow testing. Many
of them seem to be doing a lot of things, more than I expected. Seventeen percent
are going to realigninvestmentsand also develop new reinvestmentstrategies, A
similarnumber are going to developnew products; 10% have decided to change their
crediting strategy; 9% are going to segregatetheir assets; and 5% are goingto
change their reserves(see Table 10).
FUTURE USES
And finally, what do people plan to do with cash-flow testing in the future? One
hundred percent plan to use it for regulatorycompliance,which is good news; 79%
for asset/liabilitymatching;30% for planningand budgeting;40% for pricing;17%
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for value-added reporting; and 9% are going to use it for GAAP reporting, which is
interesting (see Table 11).
TABLE 10
Resultsof Testing
Realign investments
Develop new reinvestmentstrategy

117

Change creditingstrategy
Segregate assets

(I

10

Change
Developresarve_
new products

=__16
TABLE 11
IntendedUses of Cash-Flow Testing

Regulatory compliance
Asset/liabilitymanagement
Ranning/budgeting
Pricing
Value added reporting
GAAP reporting

====_========

100%
79
30
40
17
9

So that's just a brief survey. I thought that would set the scene quite well.
We now have three speakers. The first speaker is going to be Bob Dreyer of Erie
Family Life. He representsthe smallcompanies group. Bob is seniorvice president
and chief actuary of Erie Family Life, a position he's heldfor about ten years, He is
responsible for all the in-house actuarial functions. Prior to Erie Family Life, he started
his career, not very far from here, with Metropolitan where he was for six years.
Then he was a consultant at Milliman & Robertson for 18.5 years. He is currently
the chairperson, and on the organizing committee, of the Smaller Insurance Company
Section of the Society of Actuaries.
Our second speaker is going to be Susan Ende who is going to give the point of view
of the large company. Susan is an actuary at MetLife. She has held various pricing
and financial pos_ons in pensions and personal insurance. She has been in the
corporate actuarial area since 1989 and has coordinated valuation actuary work at
MetLife, including cash-flow analysis. She is also a member of the Life Insurance
Company of New York (LICONY) Committee to revise New York Regulation 126.
The third speaker is Bob Callahan. Bob needs no introduction from me. For those of
you who don't know, BOb is chief actuary of the New York Insurance Department,
responsible for Regulation 126 and various other things.
MR. ROBERT H. DREYER: My primary contribution to this panel discussion is
intended to be a discussion of the position taken by one actuary who did not do
cash-flow testing in forming an opinion for his company's 1992 annual statement.
During that discussion, I hope to highlight a few of the problems that face actuaries in
smaller company situations. While I have spoken on smaller company issues several
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times in the past, this is the first time that I can do so in my role as chairperson of
the Smaller Insurance Company Section of the Society of Actuaries.
As a starting point, let's consider our professional requirements. In 1988, the
Actuarial Standards Board (ASB) adopted Actuarial Standard of Practice (ASP) No. 7
"Performing Cash-Flow Testing for Insurers." This was revised and reedopted in July
of 1991. One year prior to that revision, the ASB had adopted ASP No. 14 "When
to Do Cash-Row Testing for Life and Health Insurance Companies."
I have always acknowledged the potential value of cash-flow testing, and expected to
implement it for 1992.
However, as the project progressed, I became unsure as to
whether or not it could be completed in time. (In a small company with only one
actuary and a new associate, there is not much time left for such projects after you
handle those things a markating-oriented management considers to have the highest
priority.)
As a result, I decided to take another look at ASP No. 14. I found three particular
sections that I fe_t could justify a decision to form an opinion without relying on cashflow testing.
In Section 1.1, ASP No. 14 says that the standard "gives guidance to the actuary in
determining whether or not to perform cash-flow testing." Right up-front the standard strongly suggests that cash-flow testing is not necessarily required, that there
may be other alternatives. The ASB has not put us in a straitjacket, as some
actuaries seem to think.
In Section 3.3, we find the phrase "certain risks, even though large, can be identified
and analyzed without cash-flow testing." The fact that some "big" risks don't need
to be cash-flow testad, provided further encouragement. As I will explain later, my
company doesn't have any risks that I would classify as "big," at least not in comparison to those of some other companies.
Finally, in Section 5.6 is the sentence, "There are practical limitations on the amount
of cash-flow testing which is needed to support an actuarial opinion." For us, like
most small companies,
the practical limitations include time, personnel, systems,
and
lack of appropriate experience data. The way that the standard refers to these
practical problems at least implies that "none" might be an acceptable amount of
testing.
For 1990-91, we only had to worry about our professional requirements. In 1992,
we were faced with the specter of regulatory requirements, also. ErieFamily Life is
licensed in 12 eastern states plus the District of Columbia; we are only soliciting
business in nine of those states at this time. Our situation with regard to statutory
cash-flow-testing requirements was determined by the actions taken by four of those
states.
Our home state of Pennsylvaniadid not adopt the new law and regulationsin time for
1992. Recognizingthe potential problemsthis could cause some companies,the
actuarial supervisoragreedto accept opinionson either the old or the new basis.
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Virginia adopted the law and regulations for 1992, for all Virginia companies, but
specifically exempted any foreign companies whose home state did not require cashflow testing for 1992. The state of Maryland also adopted the new law, but with an
effective date of 1993. None of the other states where we are licensedtook action
for 1992, except Illinois.
Illinoisnot only adopted the law and regulations,effective for 1992, but also the life
actuary mailed a letter to all chief actuaries, further specifying what he personally
expected from them. When I learned this, I felt likethat golf shot you hit cleanly over
the top of a tree only to be deflected by the last branch on the way down. Fortunately, Illinoisis one of those states in which we are not presently doing business,nor
have we ever sold anything in that state.
After discussionswith the heed of our law division,it was decided that I should
proceed with my planto file on the same basisas in prior years, and attach a
supplementalletter which would:
•
•
•
•

Describe the statutory situationin our various states;
Explain that we did no businessin Illinois;
Indicatethat we planned on doing cash-flow testing in the future, and had, in
fact, already started the project;and
Outline the reasons why I had determined that cash-flow testing was not
necessary for me to form my opinionin 1992.

Against this backdropof professionalrequirementsand statutory regulations,let's take
a look at how I supported my conclusionthat cash-flow testing was not necessary
for us in 1992. To start with, here is a thumbnail sketch of what Erie FamilyLife
looked like at the end of 1992.
Our assets amounted to $339.3 million. Of this, 11.2%, or $38 million,was capital
and surplus. Our insurancein force was $6.3 billion,and our only source of business
was the 920 property/casualtyagenciesof the Erie InsuranceGroup. We have
accomplished solid growth over our 26-year history, but we are stilljust a small niche
player in the marketplace.
In our 920 agencies, some 2,000 agents are licensedto sell life insurance. Needless
to say, life insurancesales are secondary to most of them. They sold a total of
24,813 life and annuity policiesin 1992 (an averageof one policy per month per
agent).
Very few agencieshad gross income from their life and annuitybusinessin excess of
$40,000. These figuresare important, becausethey have a bearing on the types of
business we write, as I will explain later.
Turning to ownership, you see that the Erie InsuranceExchangeowns a controlling
interest of 52.2% of our stock. In addition,Erie Indemnity Company, the attorney-infact which manages the Exchange, owns another 21.6%. That leaves 26.2% in the
hands of private investors. Last year's 10K listed 7.4% as being owned by company
directorsand officers. While actual data are not available,most of the remainder is
owned by people who have a direct connectionwith the Erie InsuranceGroup.
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Clearly, there is very little exposure to the general investing public, and the audience
for my opinionis limited largelyto what can be considered a special-interestgroup.
We sell six basic product lines:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

TraditionalLife- Our most popularplans includehigh minimum, low-cost, nonrenewable level term insurance,a nonreentryannual renewable term (ART)
plan, decreasingmortgage term insurance,and a student-type plan sold by
agents rather than through mass merchandising.
UniversalLife - We started sellingour first universal life product in 1987, and
targeted it at the small size market. We will be adding a second generation
product, gearedto higher amounts and larger accumulations,sometime this
winter.
Group Life - This is primarily a convenienceline, with coverageson our
employeesand agents accountingfor approximately 60% of our in force.
Individual Annuities - This is a major line for us, but it is aimed, primarily, et
the small IRA market. Nonqualifiad sales have slipped, as a result of
Pennsylvania's new annuity premium tax, but they are still significant in
number, although not in size.
StructuredSettlements - These are marketed only through our parent's claims
personnel;while we provide substantialvalue, it is unlikelythat we could stand
up against the severecompetition among the larger companies in this market.
Our mortality exposure is almost nonexistent.
(k) Deposits- This is another product which is available only within the
corporatefamily; more than 25% of our employees' contributionsgo into a
money-purchase group annuity, one of the five options that are availableto
them.

Regardingthe relative size of each line with respectto last year-end's reserves, I'd like
to highlightthe fact that individualannuity reserves account for nearlytwo-thirds of
our liabilities. I can guess what you are thinking now, "How can a company with
two-thirds of their reservesin annuities not need cash-flow testing?" Let me explain.
Remember the type of agent I just described? Ourannuities are not sold in a
competitive market such as is typical for most brokeredannuities. We do not offer
aggressive interest rates, or other features designedto grow market share.
Therefore, we don't attract the high rollerswho want to shift for as little as 50 basis
points.
Our annuitiesare sold in a uniqueatmosphere of a family/client/agent/company
relationship. Our averagedeferred annuityaccount is only $9,000, and our average
single premium annuity is less than $15,000. We offer a fair, but not aggressive, rate
of interest. Our policyholdersbought their annuitiesbased on factors other than just
our interest rate. They expect the fair treatment and good service Erie Insurancehas
come to be known for. They are not likely to move to another funding vehicle if we
have to lower our interest rates. Therefore, our block of annuities is more stable than
that of most other companies.
After individual annuities, structured settlements and traditional life insurance are a
distant second and third. Our only interest-sensitivelife product, universallife,
accounts for less than 6% of our reserves.
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As to interest requirements,our structuredsettlements carry guaranteed interest rates
ranging from 6.50-8.75%, and average about 8%. Against this, we had a statutory
net investment eamingsrate in 1992 of 10.01%, a margin of some 200 basispoints.
Of the remainingreserves, only $3.9 million(slightlymore than 1%) have guarantees
greater than 4.50%. The 4.50% guaranteesapply only to the first fn/e years of
accumulationsunder deferred annuity contracts. After that, the guaranteed rate drops
to 4.00% for the second five years and 3.50% thereafter.
The new valuation law provides for the exemption of smaller companies, subject to
soma strictlydefined tests. The tests have different criteria,dependingon a cornpany's size. Erie Family Life, with our $339 millionin assets, was in "Category C,"
($100-$500 million)for 1992. At our present growth rate, however, we will be too
large to be eligiblefor an exemption by 1994.
The first test in the law is the ratio of capital and surplusto cash and invested assets.
For Category C companies, this ratio must be at least 5%. Ours is more than double
that requirement.
The second test is the ratio of annuity reserves to assets, which for Category C
companies must be less than 50%. This is where we lost our chance for exemption.
This came as no surpriseto us, because we had followed the early drafts of the
model law. It would have been inconsistent with our style of operation to cut back
on annuity sales,or to selloff a significantblock of that business,merely to avoid the
new reporting requirements,onerousas they may be.
To complete the picture, Category C companies must have a ratio of noninvestmentgrade bonds to capitaland surplus of lessthan 50% in order to be exempt. Our ratio
for 1992 was 81.4%. An interesting fact is that this ratio was down sharply from
1991's ratio of 72.1%. So we were doing our homework with respectto potential
risk-basedcapital (RBC) requirements.
For the last three years, the opinionthat I signed for our annual statement has
includedthe following phrase: "Based on a review of the Company's products,
markets, investments and overallfinancialsituation, I have determined that cash-flow
testing was not necessary for me to render the following opinion." I also preparedfile
memorandums explaininghow I had arrived at that conclusion. An analysisof these
four key factors is important to an understanding of how I reachedby conclusion.
Since we sell only through property/casualtyagents, we have to keep our product line
simple; they are mainly part-timers when it comes to life insurance,and don't have a
lot of time to learn complicated applications. We do not get involved in reentry term,
second-to-die, variableplans, guaranteed investmentcontract (GICs) or other products
that requirecomplex sales knowledge. Our products are straightforward and easy to
understand, without fancy guaranteesor currentpromises aimed at grabbingmarket
share. Those plans, which are our most competitive, are on an indeterminate
premium basis,so we have added protectionin case of adverseexperience.
We have two markets: our parent company, to whom we sell structured settlements, group life and a 401 (k) money-purchasegroup annuity, andthe clientsof our
parent's property/casualtyagents. The latter are mostly in suburbanand rural
markets, not the big city brokerage markets. They are family-oriented - many agency
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owners have their childrenand even grandchildrenworking in their agency. Their
sales tend to be family-odented,also - most clientsown several Ede policies. (The
word Family in our name was not chosen lightly.)
Our agents are taught to field underwritetheir property/casualtybusiness. This
trainingtends to carry over to their life business,also. The businesswe receive is
generallyof a very high quality, and it is rare that we get applicationsthat are being
"shopped."
Our agents are also trained to be service-odented,and to promote this as a part of the
value of their product. As a result, we can price our products realistically,without the
need to be extremely pdce competitive. There are not many companiesthat have a
better block of in-force business,overall;just ask our reinsurers.
Our investment strategy has been formulated and guidedby a 30-year veteran who
has just recently shed the role of chief financial officerto take over as chief executive
officer for all of the companiesin the Erie InsuranceGroup. His financialabilitiesin
handlingthe assets of the Ede InsuranceGroup, which totaled $3.5 billionat the end
of 1992, has contributedimmeasurablyto the successof our companies. Sincethe
investment function is combined for all companies, the life company receives
economy-of-scalebenef'rtsby participatingin a portfoliothat is ten times its own size.
With the advent of RBC, we embarked upon a program to reduce our exposureto
noninvestment grade bonds through carefullytimed at'e_on. This program has met
with substantial success. Our ratio has dropped from 72.1% at the end of 1991 to
61.4% at the end of 1992. Whiledoing that, our statutory net investment earnings
rate actually increased from 9.72-10.01%.
Against this portfolio, our most aggressivaly pdced block of business,the structured settlements, has a required interest rate
of only 8%, and our averagecreditingrate on existingbusinessis about 6%.
Finally, I took into considerationour overallfinancialcondition; not just ours, but that
of our parent. At 11.2% of assets, our $38 millionof capitaland surplus is more
than adequate by almost anyone's measure. Furthermore, we have substantial
margin between our investment earningsrate and our required interest. Finally, there
is the possibilityof further reductions in creditingrates for interestsensitive products,
and premium increasesfor indeterminate premium products, shouldthey be needed.
Our parent, the Erie InsuranceGroup,is a highly regarded, but closelyheld, A + +
property/casualtyinsurer,with consolidatedcorporate assets of roughly $4 billion. It
started Ede Family Life 26 years agoto provide life productsfor its other policyholders, through its property/casualtyagents, and is not about to turn its back on an
operation that has proven to be so successful. The Erie InsuranceGroup is large
enough to easily weather any conceivableproblem that might befallus, be it excessive losses,liquidity needs, or whatever.
In additionto the documentableinformation I have presented, I believe that my history
with Erie Family Ufe is also an important factor. As a consultingactuary, I started
working with the company in 1967, when it was developingits applicationfor a
charter and license. I have been involved in the developmentof every product the
company has ever issued, and the preparationof the actuadal items for every annual
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statement. I left consulting in 1983 and became the company's first chief actuary,
the position I hold. This relationshiphas provided me with an intimate knowledge of
the company, which puts me in the best possiblepositionto understandand evaluate
the potential risks it faces.
In summary then, I felt that I could offer my professionalopinion on the status of Erie
Family Life, for 1992, without relianceon cash-flow testing. I realizethat some may
think that my approachresults in a qualifiedopinion, but our outsideauditors and their
actuary did not have any problem with it. I believe I have appropriatelyapplied all of
the applicableprofessionalstandards, and that I have satisfiedthe intent of the
valuation laws.
Shifting gears, now, I want to make a few comments about a related issue that is
troublingmany actuaries: what to do about failed scenarios. As I had expected,
based on the June 1993 output from our cash-flow-testingsystem, Erie FamilyLife
does not have to face this issue at this time. Unfortunately, there are other companies, many of them small, that are not as lucky. The problemof failed scenarios
has been discussedin severalvenues of late, but no clear-cut answers have emerged.
The reflex answer that I have heard from many sources, particularlyregulators, is "put
up additional reserves." Barfing the situations where a company comes under the
RBCsanctions, or projects losses in the first few years, I disagree with that response.
The objective of cash-flow testing, as I see it, is to assist management in the successful fulfillment of its duties. It should not be viewed as penal in nature. If a company
fails one or more scenarios down the road, it should force management to understand
why, and to devise corrective action. If the company simply puts up additional
reserves, it may not take the time to properly investigate the reasons for the failures.
Consider the following illustrations. A plane is flying from City A to City 13,along a
preplanned route. Halfway there, the navigator realizesthat the crew has drifted off
course. There are two choices. The plane can return to the original route and
continue on to City 13,or the crew can set a new course and take the shortest route
to the destination. The pilot's choice seems obvious; just ask Pythagoras. Why
doesn't ours?
The regulators' solution of setting up additional reserves would be the same as the
pilot electing to return to his original course before continuing. To the pilot, that
would waste time and fuel; to the insurance company, it would tie up funds that
might be put to better use. Also, if the navigator does not find out why the plane
was off course, and correct for the cause, the problem could occur again. The same
holds true for the management of an insurance company.
Putting up immediate reserves is a quick-fix that could be more harsh than the
situation warrants. In most cases, the failed scenarios will not have a sufficient
likelihood of occurrence to produce any real need for immediate additional reserves.
Should the regulators win the battle and force us to put up additional reserves, we
need to develop methods for discounting them, not just for interest, but for the
likelihood that the failed scenarios might occur. I am not suggesting that this will be
easy, but I do think it is justifiable, and consistent with other actuarial practices.
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In summary, I do not see immediate reserve infusion as an appropriate solution to the
problem of failed scenarios. I agree with the regulators' objectiveof early detection of
troubled companies,but this would be liketaking a howitzer to kill a mouse in your
kitchen. RBC requirements,despite their obvious and some not so obviousflaws,
present a better solutionto that problem. In addition,they providea measure of
flexibility, both to management and the regulators,that is not present in a straitjacket
rule that would require additionalreservesbased on a few failed scenarios.
MR. BUCK: The next speaker is Susan Endeof MatLife who will put a somewhat
different perspectiveon the position, I'm sure.
MS. SUSAN M. ENDE: The topic for this sessionposes the question, "Appointed
Actuary- Is the U.S. on The RightTrack?" I will addressthis issueas viewed from
the large, mutual, multilineperspective. From that standpoint we have a few years
head start on those of you who only began this processin 1992 as a result of the
passage of the NAIC Model Law and Regulation. First,I will give you some background into the evolution of the appointed actuary's role at MetLife. Next, I will
discuss how the processcurrently works at MetlJfe focusingon the key issues and
problems we have encountered. Finally,I will provide some insightson where we at
MetLife see the process going.
HOW DID WE GET STARTED?
MetLife, as a domestic New York insurancecompany, has been requiredto file annual
statements of actuarialopinionssince the eady 1980s and the passage of the
Dynamic Valuation Law. These were requiredin order to use the more favorable
valuation interest rates on our annuitybusiness. However, the concept of an
appointedactuary who evaluated reservesufficiencyin light of the underlyingassets
was not emphasizeduntil the passageof New York Regulation126 in 1985. When
Regulation 126 was passed, MetUfe's actuaries first viewed the reserve sufficiency
analysisas anotheryear-end reportingrequirement. In the beginning,we viewed the
appointed actuary role only from a regulatory perspective. The bulk of our energies
went into developingthe process- specificallydevelopingthe modeling capability.
We developed our own cash flow model as opposedto purchasinga vendor package.
For a company the size of MetLife with our gamut of productsin individual,group
and pensions,this was the best courseof action. Cash-flowtesting was performed
once a year at year-end for each of the New York 7 deterministic scenarios, the
results of which showed reserves to be adequate, and the opinion was filed. That
was basically the end of the process until the following year-end. The most signit"v
cant thing to note here is that while the results of the cash-flow testing were reported
to senior management, it was just that, a report, a retrospective look. Little emphasis
was placed on the prospective look, that is, the future implications shown by the
cash-flow-testingresults. If that had remained the case, then MetLife, in my opinion,
would have missed the boat. The key to beingon the right track is integratingthe
appointed actuary into the actual decision making on asset/liabilitymanagement.
EVOLUTION OF THE APPOINTED ACTUARY ROLE
I believe certain key events made the evolution of the appointed actuary role
inevitable.
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What events triggeredthe evolutionof the appointed actuary's role? A few come
very quickly to mind:
1.

2.

3.

The economy, particularlythe interestrate environment. Interestrate cycles
resulted in changingtimes for the insuranceindustry. In the 1980s companies
were forcedto respondby offering new, more risky, interest sensitiveproducts. Such products, in order to offer more competitive rates of return,
requiredactive asset management. Insurersbegan to take more asset risk, for
example acquiring more commercial mortgages or investing in junk bonds.
This risk-takingrequired a much more in-depth understandingof the financial
side of the business,particularlyas related to changes in interest rates.
Cash-flow testing came to be viewed as an indispensabletool for understanding the financialside.
The failuresof several large life insurersresultingin regulatorstightening up
their oversight function. In addition, seniormanagement startedto inquireas
to whether the actuaries and others at these companies were really caught off
guard; that is, how do we take a prospectivelook? The appointed actuary's
opinion came to the forefront as a way to evaluate riskexposure.
RBC and the increasedemphasison capital planning. The prospective nature
of the appointed actuary's work came to the forefront as a criticaltool in
understandingcapital developments.

The result at MetLife was that the actuaries began to view the appointed actuary's
role not only in terms of a year-end reportingrequirement, but also as we came up
the learning curve, our emphasis shifted from a mechanicalprocessto an analytical
focus. We came to understand that the appointed actuary's role extended beyond
the opinion that he or she had a year-roundrole centering on capital planningand
asset/liabilitymanagement.
To What Point Has MetLife's Appointed Actuary's Role Evolved?
Once we came to understand that, if the appointed actuary's role was to be really
meaningful and effective, it had to extend beyond the actuarial opinionand memorandum, we embarked on an extensive campaign within Metl ife to educate the nonactuaries as to the value of cash-fiow testing. First, we had to get the buy-in of the
investment side of the house. Second, we had to educate seniormanagement and
the board of directorson the businessvalue of cash-flow analysisand the appointed
actuary's opinion. Although we encountered many skeptics, particularlyon the
investment side of the house, overall we have succeeded, and the appointed actuary
plays a cntJcalrole in both asset/liabilitymanagement and capital planning.
At MetUfe, we feel that we are on the right track because our appointed actuary
work has been integrated into the businessplanningcycle. While I do not want to
diminishthe importance in any way the regulatory aspectsof the appointed actuary's
role, at MetLife, the businessrole of the appointed actuary is equally important. We
have organizedthe cash-flow-testing process with this businessaspectin mind and
our 1992 cash-flow analysisreflected this culture.
THE PROCESS AT METUFE
Let me talk a little bit about the cash-fiow-testing process at MetLife. First, let's
discuss the key players. The appointed actuary cannot operate in a vacuum. This
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holdstrue for beth large and small companies. In order to be successful,the investment professionalsand the pricingor lineactuaries must be involved, For a company
our size, involvement of corporate actuaries,line actuaries,and investmentprofessionals meant bringingtogether many diversegroups from many diverse locations. It was
recognizedearly on in the process that some centralcoordinationwas needed. We
established an appointedactuary coordinator. This coordinator,the role I held for a
number of years, is responsiblefor bringingthe whole processtogether most importantly by keeping the linesof communicationopen. The coordinatorsets standards
regarding everythingfrom the basic asset/liabilityassumptions,to modeling,to
documentation, to the number of scenariostested, to sensItivity analysis,to format of
the actuarial opinionand memorandum. In addition,the coordinator is responsiblefor
reviewing the work performed by the line operations,aggregatingall linesto gain the
total company perspective,the actual filingof the opinionand presentingresults,
interpretations, and recommendationsto seniormanagement.
Another key responsibilityfor the coordinatoris to ensurethat the cash-flow-testing
assumptions and results are consistent with the businessfinancialplan over the short
term.
Very briefly, the other major roles at MetUfe are:
•
lines of business- responsiblefor all liabilitycash-flow projections and liability
models; performs the cash-flow testing; preparesan analyticalreport for the
coordinator. We feel that it is criticalto have the initial analysiscome from the
actuaries and other professionalswho price and manage the variousbooks of
business. They should be in the best positionto evaluate the reasonableness
of the results,spot trends and make recommendationson asset/liability
actions.
•

Investment departments - responsiblefor all asset assumptions, calls, prepayments, defaults;responsiblefor asset cash-flow projections.

•

Actuarial department - responsiblefor maintaining and upgrading the corporate
model which combinesthe asset/liabilitycash flows and calculatespresent
value (PV) of surplus;responsiblefor developingthe interest rate scenarios.

•

Internal audit - responsible for overseeingthe proper documentation of the
processand the results.

WHAT DO WE CASH-FLOW TEST?.
For 1992, we cash-flow tested $95 billionof reserves. For compliancewith New
York Regulation 126, we tested $67 billionof singlepremium life (SPL) and annuity
reserves; for the states that had passed the NAIC Model Regulation, we tested $28
billionof additional individualand group lifeinsurancereserves. One issue that we
had to deal with was whether it is necessary to cash-flow test participatinglife
insurance. There seems to be mixed opinionson this issue. When we lookto the
actuarial standards, No. 14 in particular, we find other methods of analysis,i.e., gross
premium tests, demonstratingthat a product is risk-controlled,or that there is
sufficient conservatism in the reserves and market-value (MV) analysis. Certainly a
participatinglife insurance policy, where the level of dividendscan be modified to
reflect deterioratinginvestment,mortality or expenseexperience, is much better
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risk-controlled than an interest guarantee annuity. Based on this we concluded that
from a regulatory perspective cash-flow testing of participating life insurance may not
be required. However, we felt that from a business perspective it was. Remember, a
key role of the appointed actuary in MetUfe's culture is to make recommendations to
senior management on portfolio management. Therefore, we view cash-flow testing
as a valuable management tool. For our participating life business, cash-flow analysis
provides additional insights on our dividend crediting philosophy and asset/liability
management. We did not perform cash-flow testing on approximately $15 billion of
nonguaranteed separate account business and health insurance products.
Another issue to consider in the process is, at what level is cash-flow testing performed? At MetUfe we determined that it was appropriate to test at the asset
portfolio level. For example, we manage our shorter-term GICs and our long-termannuity guarantee products together to capitalize on the synergies and to effectively
manage duration. While we could prorate assets between the two products and run
separate cash-flow tests for each of the GICs and the long-term annuities, the results
would be meaningless,
from a business perspective.
When do we do cash-flow testing at MetUfe? We have found that it is most
beneficial to perform midyear cash-flow testing for several key reasons. Midyear
testing fits in well with our business planning cycle. Performing cash-flow testing
once a year is inadequate from a planning, capital management perspective. For a
company the size of MetLife where we have successfully integrated the role of
appointed actuary into asset/liability management once a year is not enough, In fact
for 1993 we have performed quarterly cash-flow testing on our GIC and annuity
guarantee products. At midyear we can get a preview of year-end - this is critical; it
gives us time to react should we discover any unacceptable developments.
Let's face
it, no one wants to find a problem with reserve sufficiency in January or February.
Strengthening
reserves should always be the last resort if the appointed actuary plays
an integral role in business decisions. We have the luxury of time to analyze. We
can review the results, perform sensitivity tests on key assumptions, and analyze the
impacts of proposed asset or liability actions. This is the key to filing an acceptable
opinion. Cramming all the work into January and February we found did not leave
adequate time for analysis. At midyear we run more than the deterministic scenarios.
Since 1992, we have run 100 random scenarios for both our statutory and GAAP
(our management reporting) reserves. Our random testing has shed insight on the
deterministic
scenarios:
we have found that scenarios five and seven, the declining
scenarios of the New York 7, are extreme and in both years outside the boundary of
the random scenarios.
At year-end we rerun the statutory deterministic
scenarios.
We run the New York 7 plus six variations that we feel cover key exposures for our
business.
How do we interpret the results? Or better yet, how do you interpret the volumes of
information that the cash-flow testing model produces?
From a statutory standpoint,
reserve sufficiency
is analyzed in aggregate - with annuities and life insurance being
aggregated,
separately.
Once the line operations have performed the cash-flow
runs
and prepared their analytical reports, the coordinator
rolls up all the results.
Let me
emphasize that the analysis and interpretation of the results of cash-flow testing
require actuarial judgment. We first evaluate the analytical reports prepared in the
lines of business.
These reports focus on explaining the results, that is, the line
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where actuaries explainthe changesin margin from the priorperiod to the current
period. We look to be able to explainthe changes based on what actually happened
over the period in light of asset/liabilitychanges. That is, the resultshave to make
intuitive sense based on the portfoliomanagers' actionsover the period and the
changes in interest rates. Then we focuson two key results: the present value of
surplus (market basis) and at the pattern of surplus accumulation(year by year) under
random and deterministicscenarios.
Since one of our primary goals is to use the resultsof cash-flow testing to make
recommendationsto senior managementon asset/liabilityactions to enhance profits or
mitigate risk, we needed to develop a user-friendlyway to present and interpret the
results. After many attempts, we have developedthe concept of a "performance
profile." This is simply a graphwhich plots the present value of future surplus against
interest rates for five determini_c scenarios: the level, pop-up,pop-down, + h 100,
and 300 basis points (see Chart 1).
CHART 1
Hypothetical Performance Profile
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Chart 2 illustratesa hypotheticalperformance profile. As you can see it is a very
simplistic way to begin to understandcash-flow-testingresults and one that is more
readily understandableby nonactuaries. What does the performanceprofiletell us
about the business?
First, it gives some indication of the financialstrength, how much marginthere is
rangingfrom high to low point. Second, at a glance it can tell you how vulnerable
the portfolio is to interest rates. Third, it can give you some indicationof the duration
match of the assets and liabilitiesthrough lookingat the slope of the curve. Looking
at this hypothetical profilewe see that the assets are shorterthan the liabilitiessince
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the curve is steeper on the left. Suppose we decide to do further analysisand
explore what will happen if the assets are lengthened. We can simulatesome
trading, rerun these scenarios,and plot a rebalancadperformanceprofile,ar¢l we can
see that lengthening picksup margin in decliningrate scenariosat the expense of
losingmargin in the rising rate scenarios. Such an analysis pointsout the
costs/benefits of an actionfor seniormanagement and facilitatesdecisionmaking.
CHART 2
Hypothetical RebalancingPerformance Profile
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While all of this in theory may sound good, you may ask, does this processwork?
To be on the right track, the appointed actuary must be able to influencethe business
decisions of senior management. Reserve strengtheningshouldbe the last resort. Is
this the case at MetLife? I'm pleasedto report, yes. Actual aseet/liabilityactions
have been taken as a result of discussingcash-flow-testing resultswith senior
management, particularlyour investment associates. For example,based on our
1992 results and performance profile, seniormanagement lengthenedsome of our
long annuity guaranteeportfoliosto mitigate any exposure to dropsin rates. Based
on where rates have dropped since year-end that was a very prudent move.
What do I see for the future? At MetLife we see a continuedexpansion of the
appointed actuary's role. v_r_hdynamic solvencytesting looming on the horizon, the
integration of the role with corporateplanningand capital management will be
complete.
My conclusion: Is the U.S. on the right track? I say, yes, as long as all companies
look at the appointed actuary role not only from a strictlyregulatoryrole but also from
a business role.
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MR. ROBERTJ. CALLAHAN: I'm the chief life actuary on the New York State
InsuranceDepartment and have worked on the NAIC Life & Health ActuarialTask
Force, and have played a prominent role in the valuation actuary movement on both
the New York state level and on the national level.
My outline is entitled "Outline or Update of Valuation Actuary," whereas this topic is
"Appointed Actuary Update." However, I have chosen not to correct that error
because already peopleare lookingfor another term other than Appointed Actuary.
In Table 12 I show evolving progress,when the copy came backto me I thought,
well, that shouldbe evolving process,and then I thought, no, I think progressis really
the better word because we have seen progressover the years, from the time back in
1975 when an actuarialopinion (AO) with a good and sufficient opinion (G&S) was
required from the NAIC Annual Statement (AS) which most states have adopted.
One of the things you may notice is that I have used a lot of different acronyms.
You'll also notice that I use an acronym in two different senses. However, in 1982
the New York law (NYL) was amended to requirean actuarialopinion and memorandum (AOM) for the use of a higherset of valuationintereat rates for annuitiesand
guaranteed interest contracts (GIC's); and that if a company did not give an opinion
as to the assets supportingthe liabilities(A-L), the company had to set up higher
reserves. In 1986, we issued Regulation126. In 1990, the NAIC Standard Valuation Law (SVL) was amended to require assetadequacy analysis (AAA). Then in
1991, the NAIC issued an actuarial opinionand memorandum regulationwith respect
to the asset adequacy analysis. The NAIC requiredthe opinionfor all life insurance
(L), annuities (A), and health insurance(H) contracts. In New York, we require a
special opinion and memorandum in addition to the opinionrequired by the NAIC.
The opinionattached to the annual statement is on a more general basisthan this
special opinion in New York that only refersto annuitiesand guaranteed interest
contracts,
TABLE 12
EvolvingProgress
1975

AS

AO

L,A,H

G&S

1982

NYL

AOM

A,GIC's

A-L G&S or
Higher
Reserves

1985

NYL

AOM

A,GIC's

A-L G&S

1986

NY

Reg. 126

1990

NAIC SVL

AOM

L,A,H

AAA

1991

NAIC Reg.

AOM

L,A,H

AAA

1991

Initial Preparation and Review of 1992 AOM

There have been various organizationsbehind this movement, and it's been going on
for a number of years: the American Councilof Ufe Insurance,the Society of
Actuaries, and the American Academy of Actuaries,the StandingTechnical Actuarial
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Committee that advisedthe NAIC Life & Health ActuarialTask Force for a number of
years, and then an ad hoc group that was created to advise the NAIC Life & Health
Actuarial Task Force, and finally the NAIC Ufe & Health ActuarialTask Force itself.
This, of course, requiredan educationalprocessto go from statutory formula reserves
to an opinion from the actuary as to asset adequacy analysis. There have been
Society of Actuaries panels, papersand valuation actuary symposia every year. New
York Regulation126, when it was issued in 1986, was also an educationaltool, in
addition to beinga regulation. We used it for that purpose. We put in there a great
deal of detail because at that time a lot of the actuaries needed to have some
guidance and some information.
Donna Claire,who's the author of Regulation126, is here in the audience. While
there have been many who felt as though we shouldreplacethe statutory formula
reserves with the opinionof the actuary, we are actually on a dual track. Part of this
is because a lot of regulatorswho are not actuariesdon't trust the actuaries, and
frankly, a lot of regulatorswho are actuariesdon't trust the actuaries. We felt as
though we ought to have some periodof experimentationand do it both ways for a
while, and so we have.
Now, is it an audit of the statutory formula reserves? The statutory formula reserves
are the minimum reserves. If it was an audit, shouldwe have an actuary outside of
the company come in and do an independent study or should the company staff
actuary prepare this opinion and memorandum? Frankly, I feel the way this was
originally set up was that this was an opinion of the company wherein it used an
actuary. Whether that actuary was a member of the company's staff or a consultant, that person could be considered as an officer of the company. He or she could
be considered as part of the management of the company rather than independent of
management, reporting to management. By going the dual route there were no
offsetting savings in administrative expenses and many of the small companies felt as
though they would be burdened by the additional administrative expanses.
Now, to get the show on the road, we had to make certain compromises. We
carved out a small company exception from the asset adequacy analysis or from the
cash-flow testing. Thus we have a Section 7 opinion. In the Section 7 opinion, we
specifically deleted the requirementthat the reserves make good and sufficient
provision for the liabilities. We later also deleted the reference to sound actuarial
principlesas when the people at the ASB started to write the opinion,they felt as
though there were certain circumstances, even for a Section 7 opinion,that the
actuary may need to do cash-flow testing. When we pointed out to them that there
was supposed to be a specific exemption from cash-flow testing for the companies
meeting the criteria, they pointed out to us that we used the phrase that the reserves
were based upon sound actuarial principles. Now the reserves are no longer based
upon sound actuarial principles.
There are three actuarial standards of practice of the ASB, in particular: ASP No. 7
gives reference to how to do cash-flow testing; No. 14 gives guidance when to do it;
and No. 22 addresses the statutory statements of opinion based on asset adequacy
analysis by appointed actuaries for life or health insurers. A lot of appointed actuaries
have had to do a Section 8 asset adequacy analysis, and they needed guidance
before a lot of regulations were issued.
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Frankly, the actuarial standards of practice are quite general, and they need some
additionaldetailed analysis. You have practicenotes that representcurrent prac_ce.
They're written by somebody who did what the note says and got away with it. The
writers have concludedthat since no regulatorhas questionedthem that they are
correct. In many instances,the regulatorshave not reviewed all of the memorandums. These standardsof practiceare guides. The practice notes pointthis out.
They are not regulations. Furthermore,the practice notes point out that they are not
ASB ASPs. They further point out that they are not definitivestatements of
generally accepted actuarialpractice. When Regulation 126 was written we didn't
have ASPs. Our regulationreferredto generallyaccepted standards of practice, and
generally accepted standardsof practice are just that. It's what the practicing
actuaries were doing in the field and what they've been able to get away with. The
practice notes also point out that they are not bindingon the appointedactuary. The
appointedactuary does have the freedom to use other procedures.
In ASP No. 22, with regard to the instructions for the appointed actuary, the ASB
says, hey, you'd better follow the regulations. Be aware of the Actuarial Guidelines.
it's almost like saying, beware of the dog. But, you have to have knowledge of the
Actuarial Guidelines. It goes on to basically say you don't have to follow them. All
you have to do, if you don't follow them, is to disclose your method and discuss it.
Is the actuarial opinion and memorandum a solvency tool? I say yes. Is it solvency
testing? Practically all the actuaries now say it is not solvency testing. We're only
testing the adequacy of reserves. We're not testing total company surplus. And yet,
many of these organizations that were behind the valuation actuary movement looked
upon it as a solvency tool. In our legislation for New York in the memorandum of
support we have looked upon it as a solvency tool, as a help. On the NAIC level the
people there have financial standards and accreditation for solvency. They have
included in this asset adequacy analysis. It is part of solvency regulation, even though
practically every actuary out there will say it is not solvency testing.
We go currently, for this actuarial opinion and memorandum, for closed blocks of
business with the one exception. We take into account unit expenses, which assume
ongoing business. Other than that, we do not take into account new business.
I have already mentioned that NAIC financial regulation standards are an accreditation
program, ff you want to have the states adopt a law or a regulationthen the best
thing to do is to have it put on the required standards, as the states do want to
become accredited. The outline says 20 states became certified as of June 1993.
There have been two states certified in June 1993. As of September 1993, there
are 22 states certified. Some of the proposalswere that a company that's in a
nonaccredited state must be examined by an accredited state. In turn, beginning with
next year, accredited states are not to accept examination reports from nonaccredited
states. Our superintendent made the suggestion before Congress that companies be
prohibited from selling insurance in other states. New York and, I think, Rorida were
the first two states accredited, and now New York is no longer considered accredited.
Standards continually are being added. In some cases, when a state gets accredited,
there's an understandingthat certain things will be put upon the books within a
certain period of time. There was that understandingwith New York, but there have
been problems, and the legislaturehas refusedto pass some of the accreditationbills.
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Next we go into listing states. Tables 13 and 14 show the top six states by number
of domestic companiesand by population. Table 15 shows the top six states by
number of actuaries employed by the state. These include FSAs and ASAs and, in
some cases, an individualwho's a member of the American Academy of Actuaries,
but the indicationsare that he or she is working in the life insurancearea.
TABLE 13
Top Six States by Number of Domestics
Dome_c
Potential

Filing

670
250
98
90
90
58
2,237

268
252
96
91
75
56
1,197

AZ
TX
NY
IL
LA
DE
ALL

Licenses

1990
Population
(millions)

Rank

3.7
17.0
18.0
11.4
4.2
0.7
248.8

24
3
2
6
21
46
N/A

1,390
932
184
722
748
611
N/A

TABLE 14
Top Six States by Population

CA
NY
TX
FL
PA
IL
ALL

Licensed

New Law

602
184
932
731
544
722
N/A

1

NAIC ACCR

LHATF

1

1
1

1
1

1
21

1
22

1
1

1
13

1990
Population
(millions)
29.8
18.0
17.0
12.9
11.9
11.4
248.8

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
N/A

Priorto the 1992 annual statement filing,California issued a letter that calledfor all
those domestic- and foreign-licensedcompaniesin their state that met the criteria to
do a Section 8 opinion. Californiaalso put out guidelinesof things it wanted to see;
and calledfor a year-by-yearanalysisof surplus.
Walt Rugland,writing on Society of Actuaries' stationery, objectedto this as being a
routine filing. He said that it was intended to be a report to management, availableto
the regulator,and after the regulatorreviewed it, it was supposedto be returned to
the company. I double-checkedthis. The law does not refer to the opinionas a
report to management. The law refersto it as a memorandum. Any actuary, in
doing his work, shouldpreparea memorandum to substantiate that work. The law
says it shouldbe submittedto the commissionerupon request. The law does not say
it must be returned to the company. However, the regulationdoes refer toit as a
report to management, availableto the regulator, and that it should be returned to the
company after the regulator reviews it. At the time the regulationwas enacted there
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were those of us who said that we in our state intend to deviate from the model. I
will tell you in New York I do intend to request it. John Montgomery (Chief Actuary
& Deputy Insurance Commissioner of California) then modified his request and called
for a year-by-year excess of assets over liabilities or vice-versa. He also said that this
was the first year, and the department wanted to see all of them. He said that it
was not a routine filing,and that the department intendedto return them to the
companies. A number of other states, though, requestedmemorandums generallyon
a selective basis,and recently Larry Gorski, the Actuary of Illinois,said that he does
intend to return them, but not this year. He wants to see two years before he
returns the first year.
TABLE 15
Top Six States by Number of FSAs and ASAs
Employed by the State
Life Actuaries
Dora Filing
96
12
52
252
33
27
46
2,237

NY
NJ
CA
TX
FL
GA
PA
ALL

Licensed
184
393
602
932
731
638
544
N/A

FSA
18
7
5
1
1
39

...ASA
11
2
1
5
3
3
1
35

OTHER
1

TOT
30
9
8
5
4
3
3
85

2

1
11

Generallyspeaking, the regulatorsare not stickingto just the companiesdomiciledin
their own state. They are requestingmemorandums from foreign-domiciledcompanies licensedin their state (see Table 16).
From the beginning I've asked, is this a memorandum for regulatorsor an actuarial
report to management? While the law would seem to indicatethat it's a memorandum for regulators,the actuarialopinion and memorandum regulationcalls it a report
to management.
TABLE 16
States Requesting1992 ActuarialOpinionsand Memorandums
Colorado

27 D-F

Connecticut

I

12

Illinois

I

25 D-F

Delaware I
Louisi

Minnesota

I Oregon

Dora ITexas
I Virginia

E . Cos

120][

1 Dora

II

15Dom II
8

4

II

= foreign
Before, I mentioned whether this was solvencytesting or not. Many actuaries say it
is not solvency testing. We need new work to be done regarding solvency testing.
The American Academy of ActuariesSeptember 1992 Report advocates that
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regulators should require each insurer to obtain an annual report on surplus adequacy
by a qualified actuary - qualified actuary now, appointed actuary, just plain actuary.
The Society of Actuaries' Dynamic Solvency Task Force accepts the AAA opinion or
position. The task force refers to it as a report to management, again available only
as needed to the regulators.
Here are the recommendations of the task force: expense report, research, appoint a
task force to draft a handbook, and appoint a task force on seminars.
This first one,
expense report, must make sense to people. I know it makes sense to me because I
do feel that the expense of doing these things should be a consideration. However,
the task force's recommendation was to expose the report for comments, acknowledging that there is research that needs to be done, that they need to appoint a task
force to draft a handbook and a task force to conduct seminars to educate all those
actuaries.
The task force members, in turn, listed 11 of their assumptions. I just pulled out five
of them here, namely, that it was assumed that it would apply to all U.S. insurers
including Blues and HMOs, and that it would include new business, with the business
projected. Now while I say each year, it's for each N period of time, that the
minimum statutory reserve and the RBCwould be projected. They also said this is a
report to management availableto the regulator. They also said that all assets of the
company, includingsurplus, should be taken into account, and that it should apply to
all companiesregardlessof size. A lot of them didn't like the carve-out that we made
before for small companies, and this says it will apply to all companiesregardlessof
size.
Regardingthe role of the actuary in matters of solvency, you have a report in the
Financial Reporter, by Stephen Radcliffe,who will take office as the presidentof the
Society, and by John Harding,the Presidentof the American Academy of Actuaries.
BasicallyRadcliffe was against placingthe actuary between management andthe
regulators. I really don't mean that he is antimanagement. He is against put_ng the
actuary between management and regulators. He is for the actuary reportingto
management and then management being responsibleto the regulators,and I say
wasn't that the way we intended it years back? He further says the actuary cannot
serve two masters, and I fully agree with him. My experience with regard to the
actuary renderingthe Regulation126 opinionwas that whether he was a staff
actuary or a consulting actuary, he aligned himself with the management of the
company.
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